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Novels such as Julio Llamazares’s Distintas formas de mirar el agua (2015) 
or Íñigo Aranbarri’s Zulo bat Uretan (2008) are the starting point of a new 
subgenre, the dam novel, that explores the causes and consequences of the 
construction of dams. These novels, along with works by artists such as 
Barbara Fluxá or Iván Cortázar, explore how the construction of dams under 
the dictatorship of Francisco Franco transformed rural communities into 
disposable communities by the temporary suspension of their rights and the 
erasure of their memory. 

The public image of the dictator does not evoke in the collective 
memory of most Spaniards the favorable reminiscences that António de 
Oliveira Salazar still stimulates in Portugal. When the Portuguese public 
television included Salazar among the candidates to “Melhor português de 
sempre” (Best Portuguese ever) back in 2007, the dictator won the popular 
vote against national popular figures such as the poet Camões or the infant 
Dom Henrique. Nevertheless, the period of Franco’s dictatorship known as 
“Desarrollismo” is often referred to—if not with open positivity, at least 
with naïve benevolence—as the period in which Spain could get over the 
autocracy´s hardest years (up to 1959, approximately). Now, with the help of 
new approaches such as Ecocriticism and Biopolitics, a few illuminating 
questions start to arise: how did that “Desarrollismo” take place? Who 
supported it? What were, in a broad sense, the ecological implications of 
such a project, and how did it affect the lives of the workers who suffered 
labor conditions of half-slavery, forced population shifts not only from the 
countryside to the cities, but from abandoned rural areas to other zones 
“blessed” by the need of a cheap, easily manipulated, and disposable work 
force?  
 In their introduction to Ethics of Life: Contemporary Iberian Debates, 
Katarzyna Beilin and William Viestenz argue that the increasing 
preoccupation with the ecological crisis forces us not only to rethink the 
very idea of progress in relation to the present and the future, but also to 
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thoroughly review the historical archive. A huge part of that archive pending 
revision, hidden under a hodgepodge of allegedly objective data, is related to 
Francoism. In Ethics of Life, Eugenia Afinoguénova critically examines the 
part of that archive that corresponds to tourism, one of the foundations of 
Franco’s propaganda. Carmen Flys-Junquera and Tonia Requejo Grado 
argue that Francoism brought about a breakdown in the Spanish ecological 
thought that prevented the development of a truly environmental conscience. 
How that happened, and the tools that the Dictatorship used to bury the very 
possibility of such a conscience, as far as the restoration of the literary texts 
that resist and show a different vision of these matters, is one of the 
imperative tasks of an Iberian ecocriticism.  
 One of the most frequently repeated images of the “Nodo,” the official 
news broadcast that every Spanish cinema was forced to show between 1942 
and 1976, shows Franco celebrating the opening of a new dam. That image 
summarizes one of the topics usually tied to the “positive” legacy of the 
dictatorship and it is often identified as a seed of postwar economic recovery 
and one of the first steps of the period known as “Desarrollismo.” In the 
absence of a definitive work about Franco’s dams, which should take into 
account not only its energetic and hydrological achievements, but also its 
consequences for the population of the surrounding areas and their workers, 
Manuel Campo Vidal’s documentary La cara oculta dels pantans de Franco 
(2007) signifies an open approach to what happened during the building of 
one of these dams, Canelles. Through this documentary we get a glimpse on 
how the construction was conducted. The film reveals that the German 
engineer Wilhelm Kaup was among those who worked there. Kaup is known 
for being responsible for the construction of the German freeways of the 
1930s, but also for the construction of the Nazi defenses in Normandy. The 
documentary does not clarify his role in the construction of the Canelles 
dam, but several testimonies mention his habit of taking photographs of the 
construction with a special interest for those workers that took a minute to 
rest or left work with or without an excuse. His photographs were then used 
as proof that resulted in a variety of punishments.  
 The testimonies by survivors of the construction of the dam refer to 
conditions of half-slavery (they were treated “as slaves,” literally affirms one 
of them) in an environment reminiscent of the Middle Ages for the shortage 
of tools, which were also old and unsuitable. The workforce was not, for the 
most part, local; in this specific case, workers came from Andalucía 
following promises of a decent job and a better future when they arrived at 
Canelles in 1958, where they arrived after long travel by train with a “billete 
de pobre” (poor man’s ticket). According to one of the testimonies, they had 
to face subhuman life conditions (“They lived in corrals, in cellars, in 
shacks…There were families everywhere” (Campo Vidal)) and a salary that 
was half the promised amount. Rosario Martínez, one of the witnesses, 
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speaks about a frozen river they had to break with a stone in order to be able 
to wash clothes, after carrying a bucket of hot water from home to avoid 
getting their hands frozen. According to the same testimony, the children 
searched for potato peels among the neighbors’ trash. People from 
Andalucía arrived in such a number that they settled in a suburb of the 
village of Pont, which they renamed “Nueva Baena,” since most of them 
came from Baena, a city that, in 1945, suffered the so-called “year of the 
hunger.” Nueva Baena soon became more than a new neighborhood: the 
letters soon arrived indicating not Pont, but Nueva Baena in the address. 
When the neighborhood was finally set up to house the workers, conditions 
barely improved: barracks with bunk beds without sheets and just one 
blanket. The workers took their baths in the river, which was fifteen degrees 
Celsius or less. Dying at the workplace was not an uncommon event: one of 
the survivors, Vicente Fuentes, talks about fifty-six deaths in work accidents 
during the six years he spent at the dam. The authors of the documentary 
couldn’t find any deaths directly related to the works of the dam at the 
municipal records; they were registered as natural deaths.  

Since Canelles was located in a strategic zone close to the French 
border, it was a place frequented by members of the resistance that helped 
the republicans to escape to France. There was a huge presence of the 
Guardia Civil, one of the regime’s police forces, and the workers of the dam 
had to be in possession of a “frontier’s letter of safe-conduct” to be able to 
work in the zone. The ecological cost of this dam was, at that moment, 
probably the biggest in Europe. It was never calculated, but estimates say 
that thirty villages were evacuated and 4,000 people displaced, without 
taking into account those who abandoned villages not directly affected by 
the dam, but that suffered the consequences (due to the lack of fluvial water) 
over their crops or the extinction of fishing in the river. 

Even if the ecological conscience of Spanish writers seems to slumber, 
to a certain point, during the dictatorship, few examples prevent that 
consciences be completely empty. The forgotten theater play El pantano 
(1975), by Juan José Vega González, presents the consequences of the 
construction of a dam for those who lived in the area that was to be flooded 
as a result of its construction as well as for those who worked on the 
construction itself. Even if the play is set in France, the subject was of 
course well known by the Spanish audience. The play shows the increasing 
tension between the local people who sold their lands for the construction of 
the dam and the “foreign” workers, tensions that will end in an alliance to 
blow up the dam. El pantano directly addresses the living conditions of the 
workers of the dam: “Haber sido arrastrados aquí por una propaganda que 
hizo que viniéramos mil hombres por cada puesto de trabajo que necesitaban 
cubrir, sólo para explotarnos con mayor impunidad. Vivir en una pocilga 
como ésta, donde los propios cerdos se sentirían ultrajados…” (37) (We 
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came here brainwashed by a propaganda that resulted in a thousand men 
showing up for each available job, only to exploit us with more impunity. 
Being forced to live in a pigpen like this, where even the pigs would feel 
insulted), and states that Alí, one of the workers), and speaks about the 
deaths of these workers as “accidente[s] previsto[s] por la ley” (37) 
(accidents foretold by law). The play is a clever critique of the motives that 
lead to the construction of dams as well as the way they were built (the 
unforgettable parody of the minister’s speech (55–56)) and, above all, an 
attempt to look at the consequences of the construction of dams from the 
point of view of those most affected by it, the poor, subjected to the slow 
violence pointed out by authors, such as Rob Nixon: “By slow violence I 
mean a violence that occurs gradually and out of sight, a violence of delayed 
destruction that is dispersed across time and space, an attritional violence 
that is typically not viewed as violence at all” (2). This is a violence that 
affects both the ecosystems, considered as disposable by turbocapitalism and 
those who Kevin Bales, in a different context, defined as “disposable 
people” (qtd.in Nixon 4). For Nixon, those are the poor, “a compendious 
category subject to almost infinite local variation as well as to fracture along 
fault lines of ethnicity, gender, race, class, region, religion, and generation” 
(4). Those who worked at the dams and lived in the flooded areas were 
sacrificed with the argument of improving the lives of others. In his book 
Homo Sacer, Giorgio Agamben underlines how the act of ordering space is, 
since Carl Schmitt, a constitutive element of the sovereign nomos. Those 
displaced by the dams acquire a new status, as other displaced people do. It 
is not that their lives don’t deserve to be lived, but that they don’t deserve to 
be lived “here,” in the place where they were born. They don’t become 
stateless, with the consequent loss of rights that Hannah Arendt associates to 
that status, but they are deprived of their memory. Their rights are not 
eliminated, but “relocated.” Theirs are disposable lives, in the sense that 
their rights are not eliminated, but they are altered, transplanted. Their 
villages are flooded while they are relocated in new villages built from 
scratch, with houses of “rational” and uniform design, or just scattered 
throughout the country.  

In El Pantano, Robert, the character that believes that the loss of their 
village and their land will affect the whole community, affirms that “No se 
trata únicamente de vivir, sino de devolver su valor a lo ya vivido” (21) (It is 
not only a matter of living, but of returning value to lives already lived), and 
he clearly establishes what it is that transformed them into disposable 
people:  

 
Se trataba de la presa o de nosotros. Y que para apoyar la presa estaba el 
dinero y la ley. Mientras que de nuestra parte teníamos el derecho de 
vivir y de defender nuestra vida. No creía que la ley fuera más 
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importante que la vida. Al fin, la vida se siente y se toca por dentro y 
por fuera. . . . Mientras que la ley, son ellos quienes la han hecho, y 
nosotros ni siquiera les conocemos. . . . No puedo comprenderlo . . . 
Para mí la vida está allá abajo. En cada grano de tierra. (21)  
 
(It was the dam or us. And the dam had the support of the money and 
the law. In our favor were the right to live and defend our lives. I didn’t 
think the law was more important than life. At the end, you feel life, you 
can touch it outside and inside. . . But the law, it is they who made it, 
and we don’t even know who they are. . . I can’t understand it. . . For 
me, life is down there. On every grain of soil). 

 
Nevertheless, the dams were finally built, and once the water flooded the 
valleys, memory transformed itself into historic oblivion. Over the last few 
years, writers and artists had begun to look closely at the dams, the villages 
submerged under them, and to how the construction of dams affected, above 
all, the memory of those displaced by them.   

The Basque artist Iván Cortázar interviewed former inhabitants of the 
villages flooded under Ulibarri’s dam, built in 1958, for his video-art piece 
“Duermen bajo las aguas” (2008). In his studio, with their memories of the 
times before the dam, he reconstructed a video in which the bodies of people 
of different sexes and ages, animals, and objects, such as a Christ that 
wanders underwater without the crucifix to which he was once affixed, 
appear floating in the water without any sign of putrefaction, asleep waiting 
to be awakened. These are dark memories, kept apart, without any link, tied 
up to a place that no longer exists. Untied from the place that gave them 
birth, memories lose their syntax, are unable to elaborate themselves in order 
to create a “Memory”—they lose their capacity to generate a sense for their 
actual existence. 

In Distintas formas de mirar el agua (2015), the novelist Julio 
Llamazares addresses the progressive vanishing of the memory of those 
affected by the construction of dams. In the novel, one family approaches 
the dam under which their old village is submerged to scatter the ashes of 
the dead father. Each chapter is a transcription of the thoughts of a member 
of the family, from the deceased’s wife to his grandchildren, ending with a 
driver that happens to drive through and, by chance, observes the scene and 
wonders who all the people by the lake are. “Deben ser turistas. Por las 
matrículas de sus coches” (189) (They must be tourists. So it seems by their 
license plates), he concludes, underlining an estrangement that began with 
the relocation of the inhabitants of the village and that now is evident even 
in their car’s license plate. The driver says, at the end, completely unaware 
of the scene and its meaning: “Pues han tenido suerte: el pantano está a 
rebosar y hace un día precioso” (189) (They have been lucky: the reservoir is 
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about to overflow and it’s a wonderful day), transforming the water that 
hides the old village into just an innocuous element of the landscape.  

Focused on the memory of those who were forced to abandon their 
houses and lands as a consequence of the construction of dams, Llamazares 
also recovers, through the character of Virginia, the widow, the description 
of the barracks where the displaced people were relocated. The land is 
barren, “baldía” (11), having nothing to do with the fertile fields they used to 
cultivate. Teresa, one of the daughters, underlines the situation of the family 
as refugees, and compares their exodus to the gypsy’s exodus first (27) and 
then to that of the Jews, “los judíos que sobrevivieron a los campos de 
concentración nazis en la Segunda Guerra Mundial” (28) (The Jews who 
survived the Concentration Camps during World War II). Few places 
express better the artificial, impersonal villages built to accommodate those 
displaced by the construction of the dams, than the new Western biopolitical 
paradigm proposed by Giorgio Agamben in Homo Sacer’s chapter seven: 
the concentration camp, which substitutes the city as such a paradigm. The 
displaced are sacrificed in favor of the common good. Teresa points out that 
the barracks where they were re-accommodated “no era un campo de 
concentración, pero se le parecía” (28) (it was not a concentration camp, but 
it seemed like one).  

Even after he left the submerged village of Ferreras, Teresa’s father kept 
his house key in his pocket, just in case, like “algunos judíos españoles, 
cuando tuvieron que irse al exilio, conservaron durante generaciones las 
llaves de sus casas en España por si algún día les permitían volver” (29) 
(some Spanish Jews, when they were forced into exile, kept their house keys 
for generations just in case one day they were allowed to return). In the next 
chapter, Miguel, Teresa’s husband, recounts the dispersion of those that once 
lived and grew up in the same village. One of the grandchildren, Susana, 
begins the description of the silence that precedes memory’s vanishing. 
Those displaced by the construction of the dams are inner exiles; deprived 
from everything, they don’t even have any kind of recognition of their new 
status. Their memory is erased and, with it, the opportunity to belong to a 
community is forever dispersed. What transformed the families that lived in 
the submerged villages into refugees that inhabit these dissimulated forms of 
concentration camps was neither their religion, nor their race, but just living 
in the wrong place, a place that the power decided to assign to other uses. In 
that very moment, their rights were reduced to just one: the right to be 
relocated instead of annihilated. 

In the chapter devoted to Virginia, the widow tells the death of one of 
her sons before the forced abandonment of Ferreras. The graveyard is sealed 
with reinforced concrete to prevent the dead from floating up in the 
reservoir:  
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Me pasó con Valentín, de cuya temprana muerte nunca me recuperaré, y 
me pasó con su abandono forzoso al dejar Ferreras, en cuyo cementerio 
sellado por una capa de hormigón (una medida obligada a fin de evitar 
que el agua erosionara la tierra de las sepulturas y sacara los huesos de 
los muertos a la luz) quedó, como la mayoría. Hubo quien sacó a los 
suyos y se los llevó a otro sitio, pero Domingo y yo, cuando nos lo 
plantearon, decidimos dejar los nuestros en su lugar, incluido Valentín, 
ya que nosotros no podíamos hacerlo. Y como con mi hijo me pasó con 
mi pasado. Sepultados bajo el agua del pantano como aquél, aquí 
quedaron los casi cuarenta años que había vivido hasta ese momento. 
(14) 

(It happened with Valentín, whose early death I’ll never recover from.  
It happened when we were forced to abandon him in Ferreras, in whose 
graveyard, sealed with a concrete layer (an obligatory measure in order 
to avoid the water eroding the ground of the graves, unearthing the 
bones of the dead), he was left, just like the rest. There were those who 
dug up their relatives and took them to a different place, but Domingo 
and I, when they proposed that, decided to leave our dead there, 
including Valentín, so they could remain where we weren’t allowed to 
stay. And like with my son, it happened with my past. Buried in the 
water, here remained the forty years that I had lived until then.) 

	  
The graveyard becomes, in these dam novels (such as Llamazares’s or 
Aranbarri’s), an element with a very special symbolism. It is not only life 
that the construction of the dams takes away; it is also the memory, 
symbolized by the dead who, inevitably, stay behind. The fate of those 
buried in the areas designated to be flooded is also the main topic in Zulo bat 
uretan (“Digging in water”), by Íñigo Aranbarri (Azkoitia, 1963). In his 
novel, a journalist reencounters an old friend of his who works on the tasks 
previous to the dam’s construction. Her job is to exhume the bodies of the 
local graveyard and relocate them to new cemeteries. The job seems to be 
just routine. “Estos muertos están olvidados” (37) (These dead are already 
forgotten), says a man who witnesses the move. But the works are being 
delayed: “Al parecer, todo llevaba mucho retraso. Los muertos se resistían a 
salir en el plazo estipulado. Se diría que los ataúdes habían echado raíces, 
venas tan profundas que se enmarañan hasta perderse en los confines de la 
tierra” (72) (It seemed that everything was delayed. The dead resisted 
leaving before the deadline. It seemed that the coffins were growing roots, 
veins so deep that they were tangled up until they got lost in the confines of 
the earth). These are words from an old man who asked to talk to the 
journalist to disclose something related to the submerged village, an old man 
for whom “los muertos no eran más que una excusa para mantener unidos a 
los vivos” (72) (the dead were only an excuse to keep the living together), 
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memory is seen as that which keeps the community united. The story the old 
man wants to tell is the story of a woman called Juana, buried in the village, 
but outside the graveyard: that was the custom with suicide victims, who 
lacked the right to be buried in consecrated ground, and also, as we’ll know 
further on in the novel, with the maquis, the members of the resistance. The 
elderly man knows that the young women didn’t commit suicide, and that 
she died in Irun’s front. She was part of the maquis during the post-war 
period; she was raped and became pregnant. Years after, according to the old 
man’s story, she resisted in public the courtship of a doctor named Biurrun. 
Days after that disagreement, “apareció muerta en el río, trabada en el 
lavadero” (130) (she appeared dead by the river, stuck on the panning site). 
The old man does not have any doubt that she was killed. That’s why he 
asks them: “hay que sacarla de allí, antes de que la vuelvan a ahogar” (131) 
(we need to unearth her before they drown her again). Their search for her is 
a race against the clock; the authorities don’t have any interest in the case 
and the local church compels them to finish the work as soon as possible: “el 
Arzobispado va a cobrar más de 1,6 millones de euros por las iglesias y 
cementerios que van a quedar bajo las aguas” (116) (The archbishop will 
obtain 1.6 million euros for the churches and graveyards that will be 
flooded). Finally they find Juana’s body, accomplishing what the journalist 
claimed almost at the beginning of the novel: “La Historia está hecha para 
ser olvidada. Es la belleza la que salva las pequeñas historias” (12) (History 
is made to be forgotten. It is beauty that saves all the little stories).  

It is important to underline that Aranbarri’s novel takes place after the 
restoration of democracy in Spain. That didn’t result in a better deal for 
those forced to abandon their houses and lands. When the government had a 
dam built in Riaño (León) in 1986, Julio Llamazares addressed a letter to the 
authorities published in El País, which hardly could be more 
straightforward: 

 
Quiero felicitar a las autoridades socialistas (de Madrid, Valladolid y 
León) por su arrojo y enorme valentía al enviar 100 guardias civiles a 
una aldea de Riaño con el fin de desalojar a punta de metralleta a una 
familia y a una anciana de 91 años de sus casas. Después de esto -y de la 
actitud mantenida por el PSOE en todos estos años como albaceas 
voluntarios de la obra póstuma de Franco- ya sólo faltan dos o tres 
fusilamientos para que nadie pueda echar de menos épocas pasadas. 
(Centro 5) 

(I would like to congratulate the Socialist authorities (in Madrid, 
Valladolid, and León) for their bravery and courage in sending 100 
members of the police force to a village in Riaño with the goal of 
evicting at gunpoint a family and a 91-year-old woman from their 
houses. After this—and the PSOE’s attitude over all these years as 
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volunteer executors of Franco’s posthumous work—we only lack two or 
three shootings so that no one will miss the old times anymore). 
 

 Even in democracy the phenomenon described by Paul Virilio as 
dromologie, related to what he calls “the dictatorship of movement” takes 
place. According to Virilio, the possession of the territory does not rely on 
laws and contracts, but on the movement of disposable goods and people 
(47). The construction of dams clearly exemplifies this process, since it 
produces a double movement; it generates the migration of workers towards 
the building sites and the relocation of the inhabitants of the villages 
destined to be submerged.   

The dam novels share a common purpose: the recovery of the memory 
of those who lived in the flooded villages. Works, such as Ivan Cortázar’s, 
give testimony of the evanescent survival of that memory. Novels such as 
Aranbarri’s and Llamazares’s make every effort to rebuild the inhabitants’ 
memory archive, recovering names, anecdotes, recovering even their dead 
people and their stories. While doing that, they re-build what Evodio 
Escalante, writing about Juan Rulfo’s Pedro Páramo, calls an 
“archaeological community” (678). In these novels, the lost landscape of the 
submerged villages becomes a phantasmagorical geography that works as an 
image overlapped to the present. In these texts, the memory of the rural past 
directly affects perceptions of the present, pointing out that there is no 
possible future without remembering the past, since the present begins in 
forgetfulness and new villages are constructed with barracks that remind 
their inhabitants of concentration camps. Rescuing their memory can give 
new meaning to their new existences. At the end, as the old man claims in 
Cavando el agua “los muertos no eran más que una excusa para mantener 
unidos a los vivos” (72) (the dead were only an excuse to keep the living 
together).   

In her video installation “Paisaje cultural sumergido” (“Submerged 
cultural landscape”), the Madrid-born artist Barbara Fluxá relies on 
bathymetry, a technique from acoustic engineering, to examine and recover 
an invisible place: the village of Argusino, submerged under the waters of 
La Almendra’s dam. By using a multibeam echo sounder, Fluxá elaborates a 
three-dimension mockup of the drowned village. Fluxá rebuilds the village, 
not as it exists in the memory of those who lived there, but in its actual state 
of ruin. The result is disturbing. According to the artist’s own text about her 
installation, her intention is to question the contemporary obsession with 
memory. She points out that it is not only memory that’s submerged, but 
also, and above all, a social, politic, economic, and cultural conflict, still 
unsolved. 

Disposable lives, such as those of the affected by the construction of 
dams (during Francoism and in democracy), are set aside from the official 
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history, that tells only about progress in hydraulic policies. They are 
displaced by progress: refugees in their own country, their rights are 
suspended and relocated to a new place more convenient to the interests of 
the State, ignoring their own interest. They are not the displaced without a 
state that Hannah Arendt wrote about, but a new type of displaced people. 
And nevertheless they share something with them. According to Arendt,  

 
The fundamental deprivation of human rights is manifested first and 
above all in the deprivation of a place in the world which makes opinion 
significant and actions effective. Something much more fundamental 
than freedom and justice, which are rights of citizens, is at stake when 
belonging to the community into which one is born is no longer a matter 
of course and not belonging no longer a matter of choice. (296)  

 
Those displaced by the dams, as those displaced mentioned by Arendt, are 
temporary deprived of their rights and they only receive one right in 
exchange: the right not to be killed by the work of their own government. 
The construction of dams becomes an essentially biopolitical act, since the 
sovereign State exercises its right to decide how (and, most important, 
where) its citizens must live. The State exercises the biopower Michel 
Foucault refers to when he talks about what designates “what brought life 
and its mechanisms into the realm of explicit calculations and made 
knowledge-power an agent of transformation of human life” (143). The 
inhabitants of the submerged villages are nothing but numbers in a statistic, 
decimals in a calculation, “poor” in the sense that Rob Nixon gives to that 
term. Their rights can be temporarily removed, relocated in more or less 
dissimulated forms of the concentration camp, which is, for Agamben, the 
biopolitical paradigm of our time. They only recover their rights once they 
have been deprived of their community and the memory of their lost 
community, once they have been deprived of the syntax that once gave 
meaning to their memories and built their identities. Not only are they 
disposable, so is their community. To rebuild their memory is not only a 
matter of remembering villages similar to others that survive still today; it is, 
above all, a matter of showing the dark side of progress and development, of 
restoring the victims’ rights to be recognized as such, and of better 
understanding the means that power uses to make human lives disposable on 
behalf of an alleged common good. 
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